A new intermolecular potential for simulations of methanol: The OPLS/2016 model.
In this work, a new rigid-nonpolarizable model of methanol is proposed. The model has three sites, located at the same positions as those used in the OPLS model previously proposed by Jorgensen [J. Phys. Chem. 90, 1276 (1986)]. However, partial charges and the values of the Lennard-Jones parameters were modified by fitting to an adequately selected set of target properties including solid-fluid experimental data. The new model was denoted as OPLS/2016. The overall performance of this model was evaluated and compared to that obtained with other popular models of methanol using a similar test to that recently proposed for water models. In the test, a certain numerical score is given to each model. It was found that the OPLS/2016 obtained the highest score (7.4 of a maximum of 10) followed by L1 (6.6), L2 (6.4), OPLS (5.8), and H1 (3.5) models. The improvement of OPLS/2016 with respect to L1 and L2 is mainly due to an improvement in the description of fluid-solid equilibria (the melting point is only 14 K higher than the experimental value). In addition, it was found that no methanol model was able to reproduce the static dielectric constant and the isobaric heat capacity, whereas the better global performance was found for models that reproduce the vaporization enthalpy once the so-called polarization term is included. Similar conclusions were suggested previously in the analysis of water models and are confirmed here for methanol.